EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

Hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI) is gaining ground in the industry and enabling customers to deliver standardized infrastructure with efficiency and agility without complexity. Hyper-converged infrastructure seamlessly integrates compute, network, storage and virtualization technologies in a small form-factor. This allows solutions to be deployed at a lower cost without upfront CAPEX investment, while improving quick time-to-value.

OBJECTIVES

For businesses considering this growing trend for their infrastructure, the WWT Hyper-Converged Infrastructure Workshop is a great opportunity to learn more about different HCI solutions, their benefits and unique offerings. This interactive experience is custom-built to arm you and your team with the business and technical information you need to make an informed decision for your organization. The workshop begins with a strategic whiteboard session focused on identifying your company’s unique business requirements and the current market landscape of HCI solutions. This workshop covers the following objectives:

- Discussing your current environment with WWT HCI experts
- Interacting with your company decision makers about technical support options
- Learning use cases that are best fit for HCI solutions

BENEFITS

The WWT Hyper-Converged Infrastructure Workshop offers an independent and pragmatic approach to understand HCI use cases and technologies. Through a combination of open discussions, whiteboard analysis, product presentations and product demonstrations, WWT rapidly enables your IT organization to jumpstart its datacenter transformation. Workshop benefits include:

- Independent hyper-converged infrastructure market analysis
- Differentiation of converged and hyper-converged infrastructure architectures
- Use case fit mapping
- Technical product deep dives and demos
- Comprehensive product feature and functionality comparisons

GET STARTED TODAY

Call 800.432.7008 or visit wwt.com to request this workshop and join the growing number of global business leaders benefiting from World Wide Technology’s technical expertise, industry leading partnerships and award-winning customer service.